Simply, safely and efficiently remove autogas from your fleet vehicles for service and maintenance.

» The Propane Autogas Evacuation System removes liquid propane and vapor pressure, safely leaving the autogas tank ready for servicing.

» It transfers fuel from the vehicle fuel tank to:
  › Another autogas vehicle
  › A refueling station
  › A separate LPG storage tank

» A Sight Flow Gauge allows a visual of the transfer of propane during the operation.

» Designed for use outside of the shop. Rugged pneumatic wheels allow ease of movement over off-road rough surfaces.

» Completely air operated for safety. (Requires the use of commercial two-stage or scroll type compressor, 20CFM @ 70PSI)

» Allows trained operators to flare the tank if needed.

» No engine, electricity, or switching of hoses required.

» Equipped with safety checks that only allow flow when hoses are connected.
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